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		In this revised and updated edition of The Rights of Public Employees, Robert M. O’Neil broadens the focus from government employees to all public employees, emphasizing the public-service nature of the occupations and professions of such individuals. Using a question-and-answer format, O’Neil covers such topics as public employment and individual rights; initial qualifications of public employees; public employment and freedom of speech; politics, patronage, public service, and unions; the private lives of public employees; discrimination based on race, gender, and disability; and the procedural rights of public employees.

	
		In the decade and a half between editions, some themes have remained constant: few changes have occurred in the areas of loyalty oaths, political and religious testing, public employees’ political involvement, and freedom of speech involving matters of general importance. This edition, however, does reflect substantial changes in the law of public employment.

	
		Dramatic changes have taken place, for example, in the development of drug and AIDS testing in the workplace. Employers are demanding more information than they did in the 1970s—citizenship, age, height, weight, and criminal record are determined before making a hire. These and other important changes that have occurred in the area of physical privacy and race and gender discrimination have prompted Congress and the courts to call for a significant reexamination of current policy. Similarly, mandatory retirement and the issue of procedural rights of public employees have recently received close scrutiny from lawmakers and judges.

	
		O’Neil emphasizes constitutional as well as statutory rights of people who work for the government. The rights of public employees are steadily expanding and being refined. At the same time, important differences remain (and probably will always remain) between the public and private sectors.

	
		In defining the rights of public employees in the United States, O’Neil explains in detail the changes in policies and procedures that have taken place in recent years and that, in some cases, are currently under examination. With this valuable guide, public employees can gain a better understanding of their rights and thus be more confident in exercising those rights.
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The Art of Capacity Planning: Scaling Web ResourcesO'Reilly, 2008

	Success on the web is measured by usage and growth. Web-based companies live or die by the ability to scale their infrastructure to accommodate increasing demand. This book is a hands-on and practical guide to planning for such growth, with many techniques and considerations to help you plan, deploy, and manage web application...
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Wireless Internet and Mobile Computing: Interoperability and Performance (Information and Communication Technology Series,)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
This book describes the technologies involved in all aspects of a large networking system and how the various devices can interact and communicate with each other. Using a bottom up approach the authors demonstrate how it is feasible, for instance, for a cellular device user to communicate, via the all-purpose TCP/IP protocols, with a wireless...
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Mastering Active Directory for Windows Server 2003Sybex, 2003
Active Directory represents an enormous advance in network administration. It  provides a vast set of powerful tools and technologies for managing a network  within a native Windows environment. Mastering Active Directory for Windows  Server 2003 is the resource you need to take full advantage of all it has to  offer. You get a sound...
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Advanced Chain Maille Jewelry Workshop: Weaving with Rings and Scale MailleInterweave, 2015

	
		Chain maille patterns and weaves that take jewelry design into new frontiers!

	
		Jewelry artists will enjoy a collection of new, less-common weaves and challenging projects that inspire and educate.

	
		Author Karen Karon begins by reviewing basic chain maille weaves in order to set the stage for the more complex...
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Professional jQuery (Wrox Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2012


	OVER THE PAST SEVERAL YEARS JAVASCRIPT has undergone a remarkable transformation. Where

	once it was a “toy” language relegated to secondary status it’s now one of the most important

	programming languages in the world. With the ongoing importance of Ajax-based development and

	the rise of full-featured JavaScript...
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Orthodoxy and the Courts in Late AntiquityOxford University Press, 2007
a truly important contribution to the study of the legal history of the later Roman Empire Gregory Halfond, Bryn Mawr Classical Review  Humfresss engaging book makes an original, incisive contribution to our understanding of the continuity of legal practice in the later empire and to the role of forensic advocacy by Christians in the genesis and...
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